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Often dubbed the "crystals bible," this comprehensive reference guide to the spiritual and
healing qualities of 455 sacred stones has become the go-to book for looking up the properties
of gems and minerals. Each entry includes vivid color photographs for each stone to aid
identification and to showcase its beauty, as well as listing its scientific information, its element
and chakra correspondences, and the physical, emotional, and spiritual benefits of each
stone.Illustrated by gorgeously lit, clear color photos to aid quick identification, the book offers
an illuminating alphabetical journey through the mineral kingdom, stone by stone. This new
edition of The Book of Stones, the best-selling guide to some of Earth's most beautiful natural
objects, is revised to include 76 new entries.The book begins with two introductory chapters
detailing advice by authors Naisha Ahsian and Robert Simmons on how to work with crystals
and stones--including the concept of crystal resonance and the scientific observation that living
organisms (such as ourselves) are liquid crystalline structures. Each entry begins with the stone
name and photo, plus its elemental and chakra correspondences, as well as keywords that
indicate its properties. Next comes a description of the crystal structure, hardness, history, and
known locations of each mineral, plus any relevant legend or lore from the past. Each author
then offers their own take and personal insights on the subtle energy properties and spiritual
applications of the stone. The entries conclude with summaries of the spiritual, emotional, and
physical healing qualities of the stone, and an affirmation for evoking its potential benefits. The
book's presentation is straightforward enough to make it an excellent introduction for beginners,
yet the level of detail and the depth of research make it an invaluable resource for the most
experienced stone practitioners.

“The Book of Stones is filled with information and with beauty!”—Melody, author of Love Is in the
Earth“Each description is an intimate conversation between the Wisdom of the Stones and the
deep soul Wisdom of the two authors.”—Robert Sardello, PhD, author of Love and the
World and Silence“This beautiful and unusual work opened a new and unknown world to me,
right under my feet—a realm of qualities and possibilities of which I had known nothing and for
which I am the richer.”—Joseph Chilton Pearce, author of The Crack in the Cosmic Egg, The
Biology of Transcendence, and The Death of Religion and the Rebirth of the Spirit“The Book of
Stones has elevated the spiritual knowledge of crystals into a higher form. The classification of
each stone is impeccable, along with wonderful photos—creating an intimate connection with a
wide variety of minerals. This book offers us all an opportunity to sharpen our skills and renew
our interest in the crystal healing world.”—JaneAnn Dow, author of Crystal Journey: Travel Guide
for the New Shaman“Quite easily the most comprehensively written and beautifully
photographed book on the subject that I’ve come across. If you own only one reference book on



stones and crystals, make sure that this gem is the one.”—Dr. Eric Pearl, author or the
international bestseller The Reconnection: Heal Others, Heal Yourself“The Book of Stones takes
the reader on a fascinating journey. The writing is clear, thoughtful, and easily understood, and
the inclusion of scientific data, history, and folklore helps make the book a valuable resource for
all those interested in the mineral kingdom.”—Thom Hartmann, author of The
Prophet’s Wayand The Last Hours of Ancient Sunlight"The Book of of Stones: Who They Are
and What They Teach by Robert Simmons and Naisha Ahsian explains the physical and
metaphysical properties of crystals, minerals and gemstones."—Publishers WeeklyAbout the
AuthorROBERT SIMMONS is the cofounder of Heaven and Earth, a company offering more
than 2,000 gem and jewelry items for self-healing and spiritual and emotional development.
Together with his wife, Kathy Warner, he is the founder and sponsor of the Crystal Conference,
an annual four-day teaching event in which the best-known crystal authors and teachers come
together to offer intensive workshops to stone enthusiasts from all over the world. NAISHA
AHSIAN is an author, teacher, and healer with an international practice. She is the creator of the
Crystal Resonance Therapy and Primus Activation Healing Technique spiritual healing
modalities. Director of the Crystalis Institute for Personal and Planetary Evolution, an educational
organization offering training and certification for healers worldwide.
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G Whiteman, “Landmark work in Crystal Healing. Deeper insights into crystals . I have been
using his Littel pocket book of stones for years (onto my second copy) and experiementing with
stones constantly . So one day I decided to Kindle the full version (excellent rendition) . If you've
played with stones for a while you will have tuned to some of the suble effects and Robert has
gone deeply into analysising and putting into words as precisely as humanly possible the miriad
of suble effects and tries (successfully in my opinion) to tie together the effects on chakras and
subtle energy fields to psycological and physiological and spiritological effects [ His photo in the
back of the Little book of stones is probably taken around this time as he looks very washed out ,
probably from so much meditation & rumination ] .For beginners I would recommend the pocket
book in paperback for as you'll find yourself flicking from on stone to another out of curiousity .
The kindle version is good but the paperback is more accessable .The primary reason I bought
this book was to get his Co author Niasha Ashian (white girl with funny name :-) second
opinion , which is missing in The Pocket book . Nice to have this second insight and she writes in
a down to earth ,witty manner .Its a shame she hasn't given second opinions on Roberts great
passion the Azzezztilite stones (high vib stones that can asist in deeper changes in mind body
spirit ) this is a loss as it is always good to have both a womans and mans opinions on stone
effects--being a man I can connect with the Authors insights .I have two other books on crystals ,
Judy Halls 1st book (which I find too vague) and Michael Gienger book which is more on the
origons of stones , though he's has information on healing ,it is pretty amatuerish .As an
objective critic without associations to the author nore a stone merchant at fairs or markets , my
opinion is this is a Landmark work in Crystal Healing . It is the precision with which the Author
has tried to drill down (using meditation) into the real effects and then used an excellent design
format to translate the information . The book has an excellent Index broken into two sections 1
Physical correspondences 2 Spiritual/Emotional correspondences ,which is also in the Little
book of Stones .Without Roberts fantastic and precise insights I wouldn't have taken a deep look
into stones and their effects , the other books I had looked at were just too vague . My mind is
logical philosophical and I stumbled into this area by chance but it was Roberts insights that
enabled me to get some real connections (instead of throwing the whole thing aside ) to start
unraveling many health and metaphysical problems (unbenown to me at the time but through
some chance phenomina revelations) and fortunitly at a time before I was too old or broken
down utilize this incredible knowledge .These books are an essential manuels for those studying
Suble Energy Fields & Accupuncture . I allows us more earthbound types to get physical
varification , that their is Something Going On !!For those with a Scientific bent , I would also
recommend Vibrational Medicine by Richard Gerber (MD) ,which is a scientific analysis of subtle
energy fields and how they might work .It is a long and detailed hypothetical scientific collection
of many different Scientists and their discoveries ,which the author has connected the dots so to
speak . Good luck all .”



Manduh, “Awesome book. Great pictures and lots of details about all the different sones!”

MetaSpiritualMichael91, “Beautiful and informative updated sections. Beautiful and informative
updated sections”

Laurie Sherman, “A Charlitan Author, but some great info and photos. There are two books that,
as a crystal healer, a gemstone jeweler and collector of fine crystals, i feel that I must have in
hard copy, instead of a Kindle book. The pictures and some of the writing are excellent and
informative, but this author is so commercial that as soon as I find a better book (take a look at
Gems of Wisdom and most of Judy Hall's books) with as much relevance to what I do I will
change. I do not like that he finds a quartz or agate or whatever on one of his properties and
names it something sort of new age sounding (atlantisite, etc.), and puts up the marketing and
creates a story about it and lo the price is like diamonds! And although there is a lot of hype
about how powerful these stones are, both my husband and I were University professors and we
had a certification course for crystal healers, all of whom had a great sensitivity to energies. We
did a blind test with ourselves and our students and clients. Not one of us could feel the
difference between the Robert Simmons rocks with fancy names and quartz or other things. I do
not like that he is a snake oil salesman, when there is so much good that we can all do.”

abbie carico, “Very in depth and knowledgable stones book. I was looking for a book with overall
and in depth summaries of a many stones to use as a reference guide. I found exactly what I
wanted in this book!There are a ton of stones each with a description of its chemical makeup
and physical properties as well as a picture, key words associated with it, the element
correspondence, as well as the chakras it works best with. Included is an in depth summary from
two different authors, both of which are experts in stones and have been for many years. In the
back an index lists stones by physical correspondences and emotional/spiritual
correspondences which I use often (ex: back pain, stress or aura balancing, etheric chakras,
self-esteem as well as many others). By far the best reference guide I've found out of the few I've
ordered. Not a lot of fluff or pictures that I got tired of with other stone/crystal books.”

Dianna DeRosa, “I YOU LOVE STONES YU WILL LOVE THIS BOOK!!!!. I HAVE BEEN
COLLECTING STONES FOR OVER 35 YEARS AND WHEN YOU WANT TO KNOW WHO
THEY ARE AND WHAT THEY TEACH THIS BOOK IS THE BEST. I BOUGHT THE FIRST
BOOK, WHICH IS MY BIBLE. I USED TO REMEMBER EVERYTHING, BUT I FOR GET A LOT
NOW. SO I JUST BRING THE BOOK WITH ME. NAISHA IS VERY DOWN TO EARTH AND
REALLY KNOWS HER STONES WHILE ROBERT IS OF A MORE ESOTERIC ILK.”

Ebook Library Reader, “As described. Arrived as promised.. I had borrowed this book from a
friend and wanted my own but didn't want to pay retail price.”



Mkaterina D. Evangelista, “My favorite gem book. Very thorough and inclusive of almost all
crystals. It’s a big thick book full of thoughtful information written in a way I can really remember. I
appreciate the authors’ explanations of what chakras, which element and the mantras for each
crystal. Includes almost all the crystals, including the very rare ones, I have in my collection.
Beautiful book, wonderful illustrations! It’s definitely my favorite encyclopedia and I have plenty.
Thank you!”

Kate, “best book on crystals. I bought this book as a gift for a friend for Christmas - I already own
a copy and have done for quite a few years. This is by far the best book for finding out about
crystals, what they do and what you can use them for. There is a comprehensive list at the back
of the book detailing the physical attributes and the spiritual attributes of each crystal and the
photographs on each page are beautiful. I would recommend this book to anyone wishing to
either learn about crystals or expand their knowledge.”

Jenn B Allen, “The in-depth knowledge about stones it contains is impressive.. THE very best
book I own on gemstones & crystals - and I have many. Love it. I originally bought it for a friend’s
birthday who had started to sell stones and thought I’ll just borrow hers....but over a year later
and I’ve been guided to buy it again and I’m so glad I did!”

Roe Deer, “Love it. Really in depth book, has all sorts of stones not just common ones.
Gorgeous pictures and has descriptions of the geology as well as energetic character.”

Tameka, “Absolute must have.. Incredible. This along with Judy Hall's 'The Crystal Bible' are a
must for anyone interested in the phenomenal power of crystals & how they can assist us in any
way we need.”

The book by Naisha Ahsian has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 2,476 people have provided feedback.
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